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Abstract: In this article we present the properties of two types of neural networks: radial basis function networks and
feed-forward network. In this paper, the advantages and disadvantages of the two types of neural network architectures
are shown based on examples. The examples indicate approaches to be taken relative to the network model selection for
applications
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are distributed systems
composed of several processing units called artificial
neurons that calculate with certain mathematical functions.
The design of ANNs was motivated by the structure of a
real brain. Artificial neurons are the smallest unit in the
neural network. These units are arranged in one or more
layers and interconnected by a large number of
connections. An artificial neural network (ANN) has the
ability to learn from experiences, improving its
performance and adapting to the changes in the
environment. ANN approach is convenient when an
analytical model is difficult to obtain.

determined using k-means clustering. The second step
simply fits a linear model with coefficients to the hidden
layer's outputs with respect to some objective function.
The FFN consists of neurons which can be divided into
three classes: input neurons, hidden neurons and output
neurons.

There are many training algorithms for FFN, we choose
back propagation for both FFN and RBF training. Feature
extraction and image segmentation methods appropriate to
the radial basis neural network and feed forward network
is employed for tracking the objects. The methods are
chosen such that the computations required for the
Considering the potential of this approach, this paper aims tracking of object in the training phase i.e. in the first
to establish a comparison between Multilayer Feed- frame of the video sequence is very low for both the RBF
Forward network (FFN) and a Radial Basis Function and FFN networks.
Network (RBF) for object tracking. The RBF and FFN
networks are usually used in the same kind of applications RBF object tracker uses an optimized k-means algorithm
(nonlinear
mapping approximation and
pattern for image segmentation and mean shift method for
recognition), however their internal calculation structures tracking, FFN object tracker uses Monte Carlo Joint
are different. Traditional neural networks need to be well Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) algorithm[12],[13]
trained before it is applied for applications. Training data for detecting the object by matching the object features
can be directly applied as network inputs, and the and the features in the frame so that they can be handled
networks parameters, called “weights”, are adjusted by ANN. Here the neural network is feed-forward neural
iteratively according with the differences between desired network.
network behaviors and actual network behaviors.
The paper is organized as follows. In the section II, the
Tracking is basic task for several applications of computer basic concepts of Radial Basis Function neural networks
vision, e.g., video monitoring, robotics, target tracking, are introduced briefly. Section III presents the
automated surveillance, and so on. The aim of an object computational fundamentals of Feed-Forward neural
tracker is to generate the trajectory of an object over time networks.
by locating its position in every frame of the video. Some
of the important challenges encountered in visual tracking In section IV, FFN networks and RBF networks are tested
are non-rigid objects, complex object shapes, occlusion, based on examples that are appropriate to the network
scale/appearance change of the objects and real-time model. Section V is the conclusion.
processing. RBF networks are trained by a two-step
algorithm. In the first step, the center vectors of the RBF II.
RADIAL BASIS FUNCTION NETWORKS
functions in the hidden layer are chosen. This step can be Fig. 1 shows the general form of RBF networks, with N
performed in several ways; centers can be randomly inputs, L hidden units and M outputs.
sampled from some set of examples, or they can be
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the training process, but they often take long time for
convergence and have limited search ability.

III.
FEED-FORWARD NEURAL NETWORKS
The FFN consists of neurons which can be divided into
three classes: input neurons, hidden neurons and output
neurons.
In the following annotations the layer will separated by ”-”
and the hidden layer will be marked by ”[ ]”. An artificial
neuron has -analog to his biological archetype - an
activation function. Therefore we have chosen the
symmetrically tangent hyperbolic sigmoid-function for the
hidden and output neurons as proposed in [9]. The input
neurons represent only the input value. Fig 2. Shows the
basic architecture of FFN:

Fig. 1 RBF network: N inputs, L hidden units and M
outputs.
The basic computations in the RBF network above
include:
(i)
Input layer computation
At the input of hidden unit l, the input vector x is weighted
by input weights wh:
Sl = [x1wh1,l,x2wh2,l …. xnwhn,l]

(1)

Where: n is the index of input; l is the index of hidden
units;
xn is the n-th input; whn,l is the input weight between input
n and hidden unit l.
(ii) Hidden layer computation
The output of hidden unit l is calculated by:

Fig 2. Architecture of a feed-forward neural network with
regard to presented approach

(2) The FFN consists of neurons which can be divided into
Where: the activation function φl(•) for hidden unit l is three classes: input neurons, hidden neurons and output
normally chosen as Gaussian function; cl is the center of neurons.
hidden unit l and σl is the width of hidden unit l.
This is depicted in Fig. 2. The connecting lines represent
the weighted link of an output gate to the input gate of a
(iii) Output layer computation
neuron of the following layer. The output value O is
The network output m is calculated by:
defined by an activation function A. We chose the
symmetrically tangent hyperbolic sigmoid-function for the
hidden and output neurons as proposed in [8]. The
(3) parameters of Aj of a neuron j is the weighted sum of the
Where: m is the index of output; wol,m is the output weight output ei of a neuron i of the former layer. Additional a
between hidden unit l and output unit m; wo0.m is the bias bias Θj has to be considered. A formal description is
depicted by Eq. 4.
weight of output unit m.
From basic computations (1), (2), and (3), one may notice
that there are four types of parameters, input weight matrix
wh, output weight matrix wo, center matrix c and width
vector σ. Normally, the input weights are all set as “1”.
The simple linear least squares (LS) method can only
adjust the output weights and it performs for nonlinear
cases.

(4)
During the training the training-algorithm explores the
weighting values wj;i of each connection and the bias
values Θj to get the maximum performance. Each neuron
in one layer has directed connections to the neurons of the
subsequent layer. Multi-layer networks use a popular
Iteratively LS method [1] improves the nonlinear being back-propagation. The output values are compared
performance of output layer. First order gradient methods with the correct answer to compute the value of some
[2] can adjust output weights, widths and centers during predefined error-function. The error is then fed back
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through the network. Using this information, the algorithm
adjusts the weights of each connection in order to reduce
the value of the error function by small amount. After
repeating this process for a sufficiently large number of
training cycles, the network will usually converge to some
state where the error of the calculations is small.
Computations related with the single neuron include:
i)
Net computation

(5)
Fig. 3 shows the basic unit of traditional neural networks,
with N inputs and M outputs.

(b)
Fig 4. Different classification mechanisms for pattern
classification in 2D space: (a) RBF network; (b) FFN
network
In the simple two-dimension case as shown in Fig. 2, the
RBF network in Fig. 4a separates the four clusters by
circles or ellipses; while the FFN network does the
separation by lines (Fig. 4b).

Fig 3. Single neuron: N inputs and M outputs
Where: n is the index of inputs and weights, from 1 to N;
wn is the weight on input xn; w0 is the bias weight.
ii)
Output computation
ym = f(net) = tanh(net)

(6)

Where: ym is the output of the neuron; f(•) is the activation
function and normally chosen as sigmoidal shape. For
more neurons interconnected together, the two basic
computations (5) and (6) for each neuron remain the same;
while the only difference is that the inputs of a neuron
could be provided by either the outputs of neurons from
previous layers or network inputs. Weight values are the
only type of parameters and can be updated by learning
algorithms. Based on error back propagation procedure,
various gradient algorithms are developed for traditional
neural network learning.

i)
Evaluation of Different Architectures of FeedForward Neural Networks
Several architecture models for the ANN were analyzed
differing in the number of hidden layers and the neurons
per layer. The different network architectures which we
evaluated are listed on the left in Tab. I. The
corresponding number of failures of each architecture is
listed on the right. The networks 4-[6]-1 and 4-1 provided
the highest accuracy.
TABLE I
DIFFERENT NETWORK TYPES AGAINST THEIR
NUMBER OF FAILURES IN VIDEO
ANN
4-1
4-[6]-1
4-[13]-1
4-[2]-1

Number of failures
89
77
102
127

IV.
COMPARISON
In this section the two neural network models are
compared with respect to their approach to segment data
and the tracking of objects with two different videos. The
comparative data segmentation of RBF network and FFN
network can be seen below in the Fig 4:

4-[4]-[2]-1
463
Fig 5. below Shows the snapshot of the video for which
the FFN network with different architectures was tested

(a)

Fig 5. Scene of football
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ii)
Evaluation of Radial basis function Neural
Networks
A study on how the classification performance of RBFN
classifier varies against the number of hidden neurons
presented, similar to the FFN network above.
The first frame of typical tracking scenario is used for
training, while the second frame is used for testing. In
order to calculate the classification accuracy of the object
Equation (7) is used:
Object Detection Rate (%) = (A/B)×100
(7)
Where A is the number of correctly detected object pixels;
B is the number of object pixels extracted manually. The
number of hidden neurons was varied from 8 to 11 and the
performance was analyzed and reported in Table II for a
typical target.

V.
CONCLUSION
The paper presents the comparison of FFN networks and
RBF networks based on two examples. According with the
comparing results and properties of two types of neural
networks, the conclusions below can be made to provide
suggestions for network model selection:
 RBF network shown, can successfully handle
partial occlusion of object but for handling full
occlusion of object the proposed method can be
combined with prediction methods
 RBF is not as efficient as FFN network with
regard to multiple object tracking
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Fig 7. Object detection rate of proposed approach for
sequence shown in Fig. 6.
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